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www.t-scrap-ateljeetje.blogspot.com
www.mijnwebwinkel.nl/winkel/tscrapateljeetje

Cut a 27 x 27 cm square from white card. Cut a 
13.5 x 13.5 corner out of the bottom on the left-
hand side. Score the remaining fl ap on the right-
hand side at 13.5 cm, and fold it upwards. Cut off  
2 cm on the top. Fold the left part behind the 
right part to make a folded card. Cut 13 x 13 cm 
design paper and stick it to the card. Cut 13 x 11 
cm design paper to stick to the fl ap. Punch or cut 
a semi circle from white card and a 0.5 cm larger 
one from design paper. Stamp the text on trans-

parent sheet and attach it to the fl ap using brads. 
Cut out the house, punch a hole at the top of the 
fl ap and tie the house and charm through it. Use 
double-sided tape to stick the fl ap to the card on 
two sides, to make a pocket. C  ut a 14 x 18 cm label 
from kraft card and decorate with scraps of de-
sign paper, corrugated card, rope, lace and brads. 
Stamp a text on to white card, cut transparent 
sheet slightly larger and staple them to the label.

Use a 15 x 15 cm piece of fi rm card stock as your 
base. Cut a 14 x 14 cm square from corrugated 
card and a 13 x 13 cm one from design paper. Cut a 
14 x 9.5 cm rectangle from design paper with text. 
Distress all the edges and apply distress ink. Stick 
all layers to the corrugated square. First paint 
the plywood fl ags blue, then paint them roughly 
with white paint and fi nish with distress ink. Use 
lengths of rope to tie them to cardmakers’ rope, 
and attach the ends to the reverse side of the 
corrugated card. Cut a heart from corrugated 
card and transparent sheet; stamp the text to the 

sheet and staple them together. Paint two ply-
wood fl ags white and then apply distress ink. Cut 
a few smaller hearts, make a pretty arrangement 
and stick them together. Then attach the layer to 
the fi rm card stock base. Wrinkle a length of rib-
bon and stick it to the bottom of the card stock. 
Stick ribbon with roses on top. Punch two holes in 
the top, thread ribbon and lace through them and 
make a knot to get a suspension loop.

Cut a 15 x 15 cm blue card. Layer a 14.5 x 14.5 cm 
white card on top. Cut a 14 x 14 cm square from 
design paper with shutters; make sure the four 
shutters are exactly in the centre. Cut this square 
in half along the centre line between two shut-
ters. Now there are two halves with two shut-
ters each. Score both parts exactly on the line 
between two shutters. Stick both halves with 
shutters on the background paper; make sure the 
shutters in the centre can still open up, so apply 
glue behind the shutters on the far left and the 
one on the far right only. The two halves should 
touch exactly in the centre. Layer 13.5 x 13 cm de-
sign paper on the inside of the shutters; check to 
see if this measurement is correct. Layer 13.5 x 7.5 

cm design paper on the white card on the inside. 
Cut a heart from blue card and transparent sheet 
and stamp the text on to it. Punch a hole through 
the top and point of the hearts and thread a rib-
bon through them. Tie this around the inside of 
the card.
Cut the hearts for the front panel from blue and 
white card. Cut off  a small edge of the white one, 
so the blue card will show when stuck together. 
Stamp the text. Copy the stencil of the heart on 
to kraft card and cut out. Layer the three hearts 
together, punch a hole, use a length of rope to 
tie a charm to them and stick one half on the left 
panel. Finish the card off  with a drawn stitch line, 
tie a ribbon around the card and knot it.



COLLECTABLES 
Cling Stamps
By Hennie Barendregt
http://hensmade.blogspot.com

Cut a 13 x 13 cm ice blue single-fold card. Cut from 
design paper a straight square, a square with torn 
edges (use the parchment stencil) and two pieces 
of a label. Cut the football from water colour 
paper.   Emboss and colour the die-cut motifs. 
Stamp the text on to the pieces of the label, 
emboss and colour in. Cut/emboss the cup from 

silver-coloured card. A  pply ink to the edges using 
distress ink and a blending tool. Stick to the card 
as shown. Attach the football, the cup and the 
outfi t with 3D-glue. Tie a rope across the card and 
make tiny pegs from kraft card.

Cut three squares with torn edges (use the parch-
ment stencil), one from design paper and two 
from ice blue card. Make an incision in to the 
square of design paper, to fi t the labels. Layer a 
square from design paper behind the fi rst one; 
make sure not to apply glue where the labels will 
be tugged in. Layer together. Punch two holes 
and tie them together using a length of rope. Cut 
two labels, a ticket and the shorts from design 
paper. Cut the football from water colour paper. 

Emboss and colour the die-cut motifs. Stamp the 
text and numbers, work with embossing powder 
and heat tool. Cut /emboss the cup from silver-co-
loured card. Stamp Don three times on to water 
colour paper. Colour in and make 3D. Apply ink to 
the edges using distress ink and a blending tool. 
Adhere all layers on to the card as shown.

Cut a 13 x 13 cm azure blue single-fold card. Cut 
from design paper a straight square, a square 
with torn edges (use the parchment stencil), two 
labels and the outfi t. Cut the football from water 
colour paper. Emboss the die-cut motifs and co-
lour in. Stamp the texts and numbers, work with 
embossing powder and heat tool. Cut/emboss the 
cup from silver-coloured card. Stamp Don on to 

water colour paper, colour in and cut out. Cut the 
square with the torn edges in half; layer both hal-
ves on to the card as shown. Thread a length of 
rope through the punched holes and make a bow. 
Apply ink to the edges using distress ink and a 
blending tool. Adhere the layers on to the card as 
shown. Stick on the football with 3D-glue.

Embossing and colouring
Embos the die-cut motifs and colour them in with ink and a blending tool while still in the stencil. 
Remove from the stencil and sprinkle embossing powder on the still wet ink. Heat the powder with a 
heat tool.

PETRA’S CREATABLES
Elegant designs
By Petra van Dam 
http://www.hobbykaartenpetra.nl

Cut the following motifs and apply ink to the 
champagne card.

Photo 1:

- Cut LR0279 once from champagne (cut out the 
centre) and once from (church) design paper. At-
tach the border with 3D-glue.

- Cut LR0280 three times from champagne and 
once from (roses) design paper. Cut the centre 
out of one motif, do this by hand. Use 3D-kit to 
attach the border to the design paper with roses.

Follow the steps of photos 1/m 4. Attach as per 
example. Attention: see photo 4. Make sure the 

two holes are placed exactly on top of each other. 
On the photo this is shown with an arrow.

Place everything on raven black card. Lay the 
stencil on the embossing pattern, copy the outline 
and cut out with a knife. Use 3D-glue to layer the 
raven black card behind the champagne card.

Copy the pattern of the stand on to mica. Score 
the stand at 1 cm in from the bottom. Make a 1 
cm incision in to the fold along the bottom. Fold 
the stand in shape. Attach linen lace as shown. 
Cut LR0279 from raven black card as shown. Cut 
out the centre. Use 3D-kit to attach the decora-
tive border centrally to the reverse side of the 



card. Allow the 3D-kit to dry. Take the mica stand 
and hang the card on the top of it.

Cut two hearts from parchment paper and tie 
them together with a ribbon.



Photo 1:
- Use LR0279 to cut the largest border from 
champagne card and the smaller one from 
(church) design paper and champagne card (cut 
the centre out of the champagne motif). Attach 
the border with 3D-glue.

- Use LR0280 to cut both corners twice from 
champagne card and the frame once from 
vellum.

Photo 2:
Use A4-size sahara brown card. 

Fold from the left: at 8 cm a mountain fold and 
at 8.2 cm a valley fold. A piece of 13.5 cm remains. 

Score (whole width) at 5.3 cm in from the 
bottom.

Make two 5.3 cm long incisions in to the fold 
along the bottom.
Cut out a corner (5.3 x 8 cm) on the left bottom 
side. Fold the fi rst fl ap inside and the second fl ap 
backwards.
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Cut the following:

Front of card (left side on photo):
- Champagne 15.3 x 8 cm.
- Light blue 14.4 x 7.6 cm.
- Design paper 14.2 x 7.5 cm.

- Attach the folded fl ap to the top and bottom. 
Leave the centre open.

- Cut out design paper with roses from bloc 
PK9092 along the curls. Layer on front of card.

Inside card (right side on photo)
- Champagne 15.3 x 13 cm. Layer linen lace behind 
champagne card.
- Design paper 14.8 x 12.5 cm.

Inside card (arrow on photo)
- Champagne 11 x 7.7 cm and 5 x 7.7 cm.
- Design paper 11 x 7.7 cm and 4.5 x 7.7 cm.

Fold the fl ap inside and attach the borders. Leave 
the centre open.

Attach the die-cut curly corner to the bottom on 
front of card.

Attach the oval. Make the clock 3D.

Reverse side of the card
- Design paper 11 x 13 cm and 5 x 13.5 cm. Decorate 
the fl ap with linen lace. Fold the fl ap inside and 
attach the borders. Leave centre open. Attach the 
corners to the top corners.

Cut from vellum and 
tug in.

Cut with 
vellum and 
apply glit-
ter.



Cut the following stencils and apply distress ink 
to the champagne card.

- Cut LR0279 1x from vellum and 2x from cham-
pagne card.

- Cut LR0280 3x from vellum and 6x from cham-
pagne card. Cut out the centre of the champagne 
motif by hand. 

- Use LR0281 to cut the corner with roses from 
champagne card.

Front of card: attach the champagne card to the 
vellum with 3D glue. Allow the kit to dry.

Do not attach the champagne card to the reverse 
side yet.

Stick the front of the card as shown. 

Tip: use the 1 x 1 cm boxes of your cutting mat; 
vellum is transparent so it is easy to make sure 
the left and right sides are in mirror image.

Start with the two sides (no. 1). 

Stick the corner to the top on the reverse side 
(no. 2).

Attach the frame (no. 3) in the centre.

Finally attach the corner with roses to the bot-
tom on the reverse side. Layer cream-coloured 
lace behind.

Finish off  the reverse side neatly.
1. Start at the bottom with the corner with roses.
2. Attach the point at the top to vellum.
3. Attach the frame to the reverse side. Allow to 
dry.

4. Copy the card stand on to mica sheet and use 
3D-kit to layer it behind the card. Allow to dry.

The card stands alone on the square. Cut LR0234 
1x from design paper and 1x from champagne 
card, using two squares at the same time. The 
small square now cuts out the centre of the large 
square. Attach the champagne border to design 
paper.

Label for a present:

Cut the heart from design paper, and CR1211 and 
LR0273 from champagne card. Punch a hole in to 
the top for the cord.



FELT & COLLECTABLES
Penguins & Snowmen
Penguin family by Marianne Perlot
www.mariannedesign.nl

Materials
Penguin stencil in 2 sizes (COL1331)
Wool felt: white, 2 shades of pink, 2 shades of 
blue, dark grey and orange
Ribbons
Pearl beads (2 sizes)
Gold thread
DMC-thread in the pink of blue shades of the felt
Fiberfi ll
Collall felt glue

Die cut the parts from wool felt. Using two 
strands of DMC thread (in the colour of the felt) 
sew the front and back of the penguin together 
using a blanket stitch. Leave an opening for stuf-
fi ng. Stuff  the body with fi berfi ll and close the 
opening. Paste the white front to the front of the 
body and adhere the eyes, beak and paws. If you 
like to add a bow, then sew it on before pasting 
the white front. The end of the pearl chains of 
mother and daughter can be hidden under the 
wings. So paste them last. Attach a piece of spring 
to the heads of the penguins and the whole fa-
mily is ready to decorate the Christmas tree.



Die cut the snowman and pinetrees from wool 
felt and sew onto front of bag using small 
stitches; use blanket stitch around the snowman. 

Stitch the bag together using blanket stitches 
and two strands of embroidery thread. Secure the 
straps and sew on the buttons.

Cut a 14 x 14 cm white top fold card. Cut the 
square with torn edges from design paper and 
mat on 12.5 x 12.5 cm white card and design paper. 
Cut design paper in to 4.5 x 14.8 cm and adhere 
on to white card. Stamp and colour an image. 
Pierce holes along the edges and mat on white 

card. Cut the label from white card and emboss 
with the embossing folder. Tie an organza ribbon. 
Stamp the text on to the wooden label and attach 
to the bow using twine. Finish the card with die 
cut leaves, roses and wooden buttons with twine 
tied through them.

Remove the glass from the photo frame and 
replace it with white card. 
Die cut ice blue rectangles with CR1223 and 
adhere to the apertures.
Die cut all the parts of the penguins from felt and 
decorate the front with sequins and beads. 
Blanket stitch around the edges using two strands 

of embroidery thread. Stuff  just before you make 
the last stitches. Paste the beak and paws. 
Die cut pinetrees and snow stars and decorate 
with sequins, beads and buttons. Adhere to the 
painting using a glue gun. Add pompon trim 
along the edges and a glitter pompon to fi nish.

Cut a 14 x 28 cm ice blue single-fold card. Score 
at 7 cm and make a mountain fold. Cut 14 x 14 cm 
ice blue and adhere to the folded part creating an 
easel card. Cut the square with torn edges from 
ice blue and white card and adhere together as 
shown. Punch or die cut six circles from design 
paper. Attach 3x a length of rope between two 
circles and stick pearls to their centres. Punch 
holes in the top of the die cut motifs and tie 
ropes through them. Thread the ropes with cir-
cles through the holes too and adhere the ends 
to the reverse side. Do not stick the circles, let 
them dangle. Adhere the die cut parts on to 12.5 
x 12.5 cm design paper and mat on white. Die 

cut a round image and mat on an ice blue circle. 
Punch a hole on the side and tie a bow. Cut 12.5 x 
12.5 cm design paper and mat on white. Attach to 
base of card. Cut a label from white and ice blue 
card and layer together as shown. Stamp a text; 
tie a ribbon and rope through the hole. Stamp a 
text to the wooden label and attach to the bow 
using rope. Cut the snowman from ice blue and 
white card. Layer the parts together with blue 
still visible. Decorate with holly leaves and adhe-
sive pearls. Attach adhesive pearls to the bottom 
of the card where the top part can rest to stand 
upright.

By Jolanda Elderman
http://jolandacreablog.blogspot.nl

FELT & COLLECTABLES
the Snoesjes
By Wybrich van der Roest
http://wybrichspapercards.blogspot.com
http://thesnoesjes.blogspot.nl

C  ut a 14 x 14 cm azure blue top fold card and 12.5 
x 12.5 cm design paper, mat the latter on white 
card. Cut the square with torn edges from white 
card and emboss with the embossing folder. Cut 

the label from white card, stamp the text, tie 
organza ribbon with wax cord and attach a 
charm. Cut out the images and make 3D. Cut 
leaves and fl owers and add paper roses to fi nish.



Cut a 15 x 17 cm card and score at 15 cm and 16 
cm. Cut two 15 x 15 cm squares and score at 13 cm 
and 14 cm; cut both at a slant; the edge will be 
14.5 x 6 cm. Cut 14.5 x 16.5 cm for the inner card. 
Cut design paper twice into 12.5 x 14.5 cm; cut 
them at a slant, the edge will be 14.5 x 5.5 cm. Cut 
14.5 x 16 cm design paper for the inside. Cut the 

dies from Brilliant card. Die cut the heart from 
azure blue card. Ink all paper edges. First 
assemble the outer card, and then mount the 
other parts on top. Secure the bow of lace and 
seam binding to the inner card with a brad. Add 
scrap fl owers to fi nish. See step-by-step photos 
on Marjan’s blog.

Cut fi esta red card in to a 15 x 15 cm single-fold 
card and a 15 x 6 cm rectangle. Cut pearly white 
card in to 14.5 x 14.5 cm, and design paper into 14 
x 14 cm and 15 x 5.5 cm. Cut the dies from 
Brilliant card. Ink the edges of all sheets. Adhere 

to the base card as shown. Make a bow of lace, 
add seam binding and pierce a brad through the 
knot of the bow. Secure to card. Add scrap fl ow-
ers using 3D-glue and Ice Rhinestones to fi nish.

DECOUPAGE SHEETS
Jingle Bells
  By Marjan van der Wiel
http://marjanvanderwiel.blogspot.nl/

Cut a 15 x 15 cm lilac single-fold card, a 14.5 x 14.5 
cm pearly white square and 13 x 13 cm design pa-
per. Cut the dies from Brilliant card. Ink the edges 
and adhere to base card as shown. Stick the die 
cut corners to the top and bottom of the image. 

Layer to lilac card, trim leaving a narrow border. 
Adhere all layers to the base card. Secure the bow 
of lace and seam binding using a brad. Add scrap 
fl owers to fi nish.


